English Teachers' Perceptions of their Roles and their Practise of them in EFL Classes

講義内における英語教員の役割認識とその実践について
Yasuyo Matsumoto
Abstract
Through three interviews with students and my teaching during the spring semester in 2010, I asked myself how Japanese
English teachers perceive their roles and how they practise them in the EFL classroom; it has been found that they tend to
lecture most of the class hour, turning their students into pure listeners and recipients. Japanese university learners of English
seem to have grown used to being silently spoonfed, memorizing what the teacher has said or written on the blackboard
and having very little chance to use the target language themselves. My aims for this paper are to find how Japanese
English teachers perceive their roles and duties or functions and to learn how much of the time they practise them, using the
quantitative method of questionnaires. This study is based on responses from 78 Japanese English teachers at universities and
high schools. The data were analysed by using the t-test (an independent sample) on responses to Questions 6 & 7 from these
teachers. The three roles in Question 6 –“Security”,“Feedback”and“Discipline”
‒ have signiﬁcant differences and the ﬁve
roles in Question 7 “
,
“Explaining”
,
“Observing”
,
and“Assessing”‒ show signiﬁcant differences
‒ Diagnosing”“Encouraging”
between the two groups.
Keywords: perception, teacher's roles, practise, open- and closed-ended questions, t-test
teachers at high school. Through three conversations of

1. Introduction

this kind, I have increasingly wondered if Japanese English

When I was teaching English to my student nurses at

teachers perceive the many roles a teacher can and should

university in 2010, I recognized that some of them could

have and how much they practise these roles in class. I

not pronounce English words correctly and spoke English

asked a number of English teachers at high schools and

with a Japanese accent. Most of them came to class without

universities to respond to a questionnaire (see Appendix)

any preparation, but they were ready to write the answers

and return it by post. The questionnaires were returned by

to questions in their textbooks. They appeared to copy all

78 teachers (41 at university and 31 at high school, plus 2

the answers from the teacher without comprehension. Their

who taught at both and 4 who did not specify where they

attitude has bothered me, since they seem to think that

taught); then the data from the answers to the questions

writing answers in their textbooks counts as studying and

were analyzed by an independent sample t-test.

I wanted to ﬁnd out why they thought this. When I talked

2. Teacher Styles

with three students (one male and two female) in October,
2010, I learned the reason. One of them told me that the

Teachers, as leaders of the class, have three possible

Japanese English teacher did everything that was done in

styles of leadership open to them, according to Lewin et

the class and what they had to do was to copy into their

al (1939): autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire (cited

notebooks a Japanese translation of the English from the

in Ehrman and Dörnyei, 1998, p. 213). Schmuck and

textbook. This student had never spoken a word of English

Schmuck1) use the term authoritarian instead of autocratic

in all her classes as a high school student. I realized that

(p.233). These teachers can change the learning climate in

students by and large have been spoonfed by their English

the classroom positively or negatively, because they hold
7
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the power there. Figure 1 shows the teacher's inﬂuence on

questionnaires is their effectiveness for collecting broad

students in the classroom.

and rich information from teachers quickly, simply and
quantitatively. However, it is difﬁcult to know how deeply
individuals were thinking when they wrote their answers.
Every technique of data collection has advantages and
disadvantages. Kumar3) lists them as shown in the table
below.
Table 1
Advantages and Disadvantages of a Questionnaire (Kumar,
2011, pp. 148-149, adapted by the author)

Figure 1. The teacher ' s influence on students in the
classroom (drawn by the author)
Schmuck and Schmuck1) argue that authoritarian teachers
tend to make students dependent, competitive or reliant
on external incentives (p. 235). Japanese teachers seem to
be very authoritarian in their classrooms, referring to high
school students as“kodomo”,“children”2) (p. 195), though
they are in fact teenagers. Taking a parental attitude is one
of the roles for Japanese teachers, who give guidance and
supervision to those in their charge in order to prevent them
from delinquency. This appears to be a burden for teachers
(pp. 196-198).

3. Participants
In October, 2011, I distributed 280 English-language

A mailed questionnaire is the most common approach

questionnaires (see Appendix 1) to high schools (members

to collecting information by post. However, the response

of Zen-ei-ren) and those from universities (members of

rate may be as low as 20 percent. Anonymity helps the

JACET, the Japan Association of English College Teachers).

respondents to feel safe and thus accurate information

I asked the leaders in the high schools to distribute these to

is more likely to be obtained. Open- and closed-ended

their English teachers and persuade them to respond. The

questions also have their own advantages and disadvantages.

rate of response was 27.8％, partly because the questions

Open-ended questions gain rich information from the

were written in English. One of the respondents suggested

respondents, who feel at ease to express their opinions, but

that more teachers would have answered them if I had

it is difﬁcult to analyse the data. For this research, I wanted

translated them into Japanese. I chose the high schools at

to consider a broad range of information about the teachers'

random from the lists of the above associations which were

perception of their roles and therefore promised to preserve

published in 2010. They sent back their responses in pre-

their anonymity if they answered questions which were

stamped envelopes, their names and details being strictly

both open- and closed-ended.

confidential. Of the 78 respondents, 51 were male and
26 female, plus 1 who did not specify a gender. 14 of the

5. Data analysis and discussion

English teachers at high schools and 27 of the university
teachers had been teaching for over 20 years.

Question 6 asked how far the teachers agreed that certain
roles were appropriate for them in class and Question 7

4. Method

asked how much they wanted to practise each of these. I
conducted an independent sample t-test analysis to know

4.1. Questionnaire questions
Other methods of collecting data include interviewing

whether or not the variances between the two groups were

and class observation, but one of the advantages of using

equal. I wanted to ﬁnd how much the teachers in both high
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provide security for the students in their classes.

school and university accepted these roles and practised

Providing security helps the learners feel safe, take risks

them in their relations with their students.

and take more part in class. However, if classes are teacher-

27 (65.9％) out of the 41 university English teachers and

centered and controlled by an authoritarian teacher who

14 (45.2％) out of the 31 Japanese English teachers (JET)

makes students depend on them, providing security may

had been teaching for more than 20 years. Four of the JETs

not be seen as a teacher's role, because all the students

had taught less than 5 years at high school. However, most

need to do in class is to become listeners and they will

of my respondents had spent considerable time on teaching

not take the risk of asking questions. Of the three kinds

English and gained much experience.

of teachers' styles, authoritarian, democratic and laissezfaire, the ﬁrst kind controls the students and thus the issue

5.1 The results by t-test for Question 6, “How much do

of letting students feel secure enough to experiment and

English teachers at high school and university agree on

make mistakes does not arise. Hence, authoritarian teachers

their different roles?”

are far from giving security to learners. According to

An independent samples t-test was conducted to compare

Henrichsen4), Japanese students are extremely unwilling

how much high school English teachers and university

to speak up in class for fear of making mistakes (cited in

English teachers agreed with the 15 teachers' roles/duties.

Gorsuch4) ( p.686), but if the teacher employs a learner-

I found that three of these roles –“Security”,“Feedback”

centered approach and gives the learners a sense of security,

and“Discipline”– showed signiﬁcant differences. These are

they learn more actively. Tudor 5) argues that the three styles

discussed in turn below.
Question 6

relates to a way of organizing classroom activities. With

‒ 2 was about the need to provide security

a learner-centered approach, teachers' roles are those of

for the students in the classroom. Tables 2 and 3 show the

knower, activity organizer and learning counsellor (p. 22).

independent t-test results and the descriptive statistics of

If teachers want to give the students a sense of security,

the high school and university groups of teachers. Coding

they need to become democratic in their treatment of these

numbers are as follows: 1 =“Strongly agree”, 2 =“Agree”,

students. It appears that many teachers need to change their

3 =“Agree to some extent”, 4 =“Disagree”and 5 =

basic attitude toward them.

“Strongly disagree”
.

Question 6 ‒ 7 was about the need to give feedback

Table 2
An independent sample t-test results with equal variances

on how well learners had succeeded in using the target
language. Tables 4 and 5 show the independent t-test results
and the descriptive statistics of the two groups, high school
and university teachers.
Table 4
An independent sample t-test results with equal variances

Table 3
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university on providing security

The null hypothesis is that there is no significant

Table 5
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university about giving
feedback on students' use of the target language

difference between the English teachers who teach at high
school and those at university that one of the teacher's roles
is providing security. But there is a significant difference
in the scores, t (68) = -1.691, p < .1. These results suggest
that high school English teachers agree more strongly than
do university English teachers that one of their duties is to
9
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follow popular fashion.

The null hypothesis is that there are no significant
differences between English teachers who teach at high

Teachers are these days concerned about maintaining

school and university in how strongly they agree that

discipline as one of their roles, because school violence and

one of a teacher's duties is to give feedback on how well

bullying, chronic truancy and high school dropouts have

learners have succeeded in using the target language. There

been increasing. Occurrences of bullying have declined

is, however, a signiﬁcant difference in the scores, t (70) =

from their peak in 1995, with 6,000 cases reported by

2.163, p < .05. These results suggest that university English

elementary schools in 2003, 15,000 by lower secondary

teachers agree more strongly than high school English

schools and 2,000 by upper secondary schools. The

6)

teachers on the need to perform this duty. Edge argues

occurrence of violent incidents in lower secondary schools

that learners should know how close they are getting to the

was at its highest in 2003, at 24,000. The total number

targets (p. 10) and getting feedback motivates them. Giving

of such incidents across elementary to upper secondary

feedback appears to show the teacher's enthusiasm, clarity

schools rose to 31,000 in 2003, for the first time in three

of explanation and level of rapport and interaction with the

years. This is mainly why these teachers are concerned to

learners. A teacher's behaviour and attitudes can, of course,

maintain discipline in class.

affect learning both positively and negatively.

5.2 Question 7 in the questionnaire asked “How much

Question 6 ‒ 13 was on the maintenance of teaching

you want to act in accordance with each of these roles?”

discipline so that students know how to behave, what to

I want to discuss the results for the parts of Q7

wear, what is polite and related issues. Tables 6 and 7 show

which detail how much teachers want to assume each

the independent t-test results and the descriptive statistics of

of the possible roles in class. A dependent sample t-test

the two groups of teachers.

was also conducted revealing significant differences

Table 6
An independent sample t-test results with equal variances

in Q 7 ‒ 4 ,“Diagnosing”, Q 7

‒ 5 ,“Encouraging”,
Q 7 ‒ 6 ,“Explaining”, 7 ‒ 9 ,“Observing”and Q 7 ‒11,
“Assessing”. The signiﬁcance of the numbers is as follows:
1 =“Very much want to”, 2 =“Want to”, 3 =“Never think
about it”, 4 =“Think it unnecessary”and 5 =“Think it
harmful”. I discuss them one by one.
Tables 8 and 9 show the results from the t-test and
descriptive statistics between high school and university

Table 7
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university about the need to
instill disciplin

teachers on the question asked in Q 7 ‒ 4 ,“How much do
you want to analyze students' needs?”
Table 8
An independent sample t-test results with equal variance

The null hypothesis is that there are no significant
differences between English teachers who teach at high
school and those at university in the strength with which
they agree on the value of maintaining teaching discipline.
Table 9
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university about diagnosing
students' needs

But there is a significant difference in the scores, t (70)
= -1.627, p < .1. These results suggest that high school
English teachers feel more strongly than university English
teachers that this is a valuable part of the teacher's work.
What this seems to imply is that students often do not either
dress or behave suitably in class, even though high school
students have school uniforms, since they are very quick to
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The null hypothesis is that both high school and

The null hypothesis is that both high school and

university English teachers want to diagnose students '

university English teachers, with no signiﬁcant differences,

needs, with no significant differences. But the significant

want to motivate learners as they work in class. But in fact

difference in the actual scores, t (70) = 2.163, p < .05,

there is a signiﬁcant difference in the scores, t (45.943) =

suggests that university English teachers want more than

3.168, p < .01. These results suggest that university English

high school English teachers do to analyse students' needs.

teachers want more than high school English teachers to

The declining birthrate in Japan has meant that the

motivate learners in class work.

number of people entering university peaked in the

The dropout rate for students in Japan has been declining

academic year of 1993 at 810,000 and by 2010 had fallen

for the last few years, but there were 82,000 dropouts

to 690,000 (http://www.mext.go.jp). Many universities

in 2003, a dropout rate of 2.2％. The number of School

could not continue to select students of the high standard to

Non-attending students increased steadily among both

which they had become used. Now that the age of‘universal

elementary and lower secondary school students until 2001.

college admission’has begun, more low-level students

The numbers then began to fall in 2002 ‒ 3 , when there

are entering university and teachers seem to have lost

were 24,000 elementary school students and 102,000 lower

conﬁdence in their own power to teach them, even though

secondary school students who dropped out (http://www.

the English ability of the students is constantly being

mext.go.jp/). Six years of learning English in junior and

measured. Indeed, it has become more difficult even to

high school appears to have made students dislike studying

choose textbooks which are suitable for them. The content

English at university, but they still need to earn credits and

has had to become easier than ever. Teachers now try to list

their English teachers need to encourage them to study, in

students' needs, in the hope that this will help them teach

particular the unmotivated or low-language ability students.

English better. Needs analysis has become popular in Japan.

Learners need to feel that their power to speak a new

However, it may be difficult to implement a given set of

language is developing, not to have their errors constantly

students' needs in the curriculum, since the curriculum was

corrected. Students who have poor language ability need

decided before the students were enrolled. Therefore, much

more encouragement from the teacher, as group leader, and,

of the adjustment has devolved heavily on the teachers,

whatever their knowledge and ability in the language, they

who these days require more skills and creativity than ever.

should be given the right climate in which to communicate

Question 7 ‒ 5 asked“How much do you want to

in class.

motivate learners in class work?”Tables 10 and 11 show

Question 7 ‒ 6 asked the teachers“How much do you

the results from the t-test and descriptive statistics for the

want to model the target form of the language and explain

high school and university teachers.

how to do the tasks?”Tables 12 and 13, below, show the

Table 10
An independent sample t-test results with equal variance

results from the t-test and descriptive statistics for the two
groups.
Table 12
An independent sample t-test results with equal variance

Table 11
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university about the need to
encourage students

Table 13
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university about explaining
how to do tasks

11
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The null hypothesis is that both high school and

probably do not give a teacher the time or opportunity

university English teachers want to model the target

to walk around among students monitoring what they do

form of the language and explain how to do tasks, with

individually or in pairs and groups. As the group leader, the

no significant differences. However, there is a significant

teacher has much power and influence over learning and

difference in the scores, t (68.482) = 1.827, p < .1. These

should be have a democratic approach teacher if students'

results suggest that university English teachers want more

learning is to improve radically. Monitoring is crucial for

than high school English teachers to do these two things.

discovering how students learn and carry out the tasks, not

7)

Williams and Burden list nine key factors which

least because this is useful for the teacher when s/he helps

contribute to effective teaching. One of them is clarity of

them to complete the tasks. Interaction will increase as the

presentation (p. 47). Students need to know how to do the

teacher monitors and the students will be better learners.

assigned tasks, so the teacher should model the target form

Question 7

‒ 11 asked“How much do you want to

of the language and give instructions clearly in order to

evaluate learners in order to let them know where they

complete the tasks. The teacher is the model for using the

stand, what they have achieved and what they still need to

target language. If s/he is a good language model, students

do?”Tables 16 and 17 show the results from the t-test and

will be motivated to learn and study more, wanting to

descriptive statistics for the two groups.

follow the good example set them. The teacher's attitude

Table 16
An independent sample t-test results with equal variance

and behaviour, as ever, can influence students' learning
positively or negatively.
Question 7

‒ 9 asked“How much do you want to

monitor which learners are developing second language
knowledge internally?”Tables 14 and 15 show the results
from the t-test and descriptive statistics for the two groups.
Table 14
An independent sample t-test results with equal variance

Table 17
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university with regard to
assessing students’ progress

Table 15
Descriptive statistics for the difference between English
teachers at high school and university about observing and
monitoring students’ progress

The null hypothesis is that both high school and
university English teachers want to evaluate learners in
order to let them know where they stand, what they have
achieved and what they still need to do, with no signiﬁcant

The null hypothesis is that both high school and

differences between the groups. However, there is a

university English teachers want to monitor how learners

signiﬁcant difference in the scores, t (67.374) = 3.158, p <

are developing second language knowledge internally, with

.001. These results suggest that university English teachers

no significant differences. Yet the significant difference

want more than high school English teachers do to evaluate

in the scores, t (68.996) = 2.299, p < .05, suggests that

learners for the above purposes.

university English teachers want to act more than do high

Edge6) argues that teachers need to evaluate learners in

school English teachers to monitor which learners are

this way (p. 11) and that this task is important for teachers

developing a second language knowledge internally.

as group leaders and classroom managers. Ehrman and
Dörnyei 8) argue that, from the interpersonal relations

The teacher-centred approach and being authoritative
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perspective, the most important roles for teachers are being

a good rapport and good interaction with the students.

a parent, a healer and a leader (p. 223). They evaluate or

Though teachers who teach English at university give more

assess their children's personality, abilities, problems and

feedback than high school teachers do, high school teachers

what stages they have reached. Like a parent, the teacher

also should show their enthusiasm by giving feedback,

should evaluate her/his students so that s/he will know what

because all learners should know how close they are to

to do next to improve abilities or aid comprehension.

hitting their targets and the teacher's feedback will motivate
them to study more.

6. Limitations of the present research

More students than ever with poor language ability

I need more responses from English teachers at high

are enrolled on university classes; therefore teachers are

school and university, such as I might perhaps have

now called upon to be more creative, to become more like

obtained, had I not written in English (see p. 12 above). But

parents, even at this level – by such things as maintaining

this may suggest that Japanese English teachers lack the

teaching discipline, making clear how to behave, what

English ability to understand an English questionnaire; it

to wear, what is polite and related issues. I am afraid that

must be admitted that only 78 teachers sent me back their

language classes will sooner or later become classes in

responses.

morality. At tertiary level, teachers' roles will be changed,

I could not interview any English teachers, either, but I

now that the chance to select the intake has disappeared.

think that, as part of my future research, some interviews

Teachers need to have more parental skills and more

with teachers of English are needed

academic knowledge of the content area. Teacher-centered
teaching methods may not be adequate and teachers will

7. Conclusions

need to enhance learning by taking a more communicative

Teachers of adolescents nowadays have more students

teaching approach which is student-centered. In the present

with low levels of language ability, due to the‘universal

article I have shown how 78 Japanese English teachers

college admission’policy caused by the decline in the

perceive their roles and how they practise them in class.

population of 18-year-olds. The teachers must enhance or

However, I would be interested in seeing the responses of

augment their roles and duties if these unhappy students

more English teachers to my questionnaires, so that I can

are to learn better English. To ﬁnd out how much English

diagnose better the problems in their perception of their

teachers at high school and university agree with the

roles.

importance of the 15 teacher's roles/duties, I selected three

Quotations

over which the two groups in my survey significantly
differed. These are“Providing security to the students”,

1 ) Schmuck R. A. & Schmuck, P. A.: Group processes in

“Giving feedback on how well learners succeeded in using

the classroom. McGrawHill Higher Education (New

the target language”and“Maintaining teaching discipline

York) 2001.

so that students know how to behave, what to wear, what

2 ) Rohlen, P. T.: Japan ' s high schools. University of

is polite and related issues”. With regard to providing the

California Press (Berkeley) 1983.

students with a sense of security, the results suggest that

3 ) Kumar, R.: Research Methodology. SAGE (London)

high school English teachers take this more seriously than

2011.

university English teachers do. When students feel safe in

4 ) Gorsuch, J. G.: EFL educational policies and
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educational cultures: Influence on teachers' approach
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of communicative activities. TESOL Quarterly, vol.
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34, no. 4, winter, p.686. 2000.
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University Press (Oxford) 1993.
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Dear English Teacher

英語教員のみなさまへ，

of communicative activities. TESOL Quarterly, vol.
34, no. 4, winter, p.686. 2000.
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enclosed questions will, I hope, help to ﬁnd some ways to

indicate the appropriate range.

improve the teaching and learning of English at high school

(

and university. Your name and details will be kept strictly

from 5 years to less than 10 years

confidential. I hope that only Japanese English teachers

(

will answer to this questionnaire. If you could return your

from 15 years to less than 20 years

responses in the enclosed stamped envelope by November

(

7 (Monday), 2011, I would greatly appreciate it.

5. Where is your main teaching done?

) from 1 year to less than 5 years
) from 10 years to less than 15 years

(

)

(

)

) more than 20 years
High school

University

2008年から桐生大学で英語を教えています．私は英語

6. Please circle how much you agree that each of the

教員の役割と実践について研究したいと思っていま

following is a teacher's role. If you have other teacher roles,

す．是非，質問にお答えくださり，高等学校や大学の

please write them and circle the degree to which you feel

英語教育の進展に協力していただければ幸甚に存じま

they are important.

す．あなたのお名前等は匿名となりますので，ご安心

6-1) Lecturing to transmit knowledge

ください．日本人英語担当教員だけが回答してくださ

6-2) Providing security

い．先生の率直なご回答をお願い申し上げます．ご回

6-3) Deciding teaching methodology

答後は11月7日（月曜日）までに切手付き返信用封筒

6-4) Analyzing students' needs

に入れてご返送ください．ご回答をよろしくお願い申

6-5) Motivating learners in class work

し上げます．

6-6) Modelling the target form of the language and

Sincerely yours, 敬具

explaining how to do the tasks
6-7) Giving feedback on how well learners succeeded in

Prof. Yasuyo Matsumoto (Ph.D.)

using the target language

Kiryu University, Faculty of Healthcare

6-8) Guiding learners when they need help to discover new

Nursing department

things or to practise new skills

606-7 Asami, Kasagake-cho

6-9) Monitoring which learners are developing second

Midori, Gunma, 379-2392

language knowledge internally

E-mail: matsumoto-ya@kiryu-u.ac.jp

6-10) Encouraging learners to develop second language

〒379－2392

knowledge internally

群馬県みどり市笠懸町阿左美606-7

6-11) Evaluating learners in order to let them know where

桐生大学

they stand, what they have

教授

医療保健学部

松本

恭代 ( 博士 ) 電話：0277-76-2400

achieved and what they still need to do
6-12) Planning activities
6-13) Maintaining teaching discipline, so that students
know how to behave, what to wear, what is polite and

E-mail: matsumoto-ya@kiryu-u.ac.jp

related issues
6-14) Helping to resolve conﬂicts in pair or group work

2 ) The questionnaire

6-15) Planning the lesson sufﬁciently and carefully so as to

When options are given, please circle the most appropriate

move students forward

one or, if the answer is left blank, please make a check

6-16) Other

mark or write as appropriate.

7. Please circle the term which shows how much you want

1. Your gender: Female
2. Your age：

Male

to act in accordance with each of these roles:
7-1) Lecturing to transmit knowledge

years old

7-2) Providing security

3. Circle your highest qualiﬁcation:
Bachelor of Arts degree

Master ' s degree

7-3) Deciding teaching methodology

Doctor of Philosophy
4. How long have you been teaching English?

7-4) Analyzing students' needs
Please

7-5) Motivating learners in class work
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7-6) Modelling the target form of the language and

7-12) Planning activities

explaining how to do the tasks

7-13) Maintaining teaching discipline, so that students

7-7) Giving feedback on how well learners succeeded in

know how to behave, what to wear, what is polite and

using the target language

related issues

7-8) Guiding learners when they need help to discover new

7-14) Helping to resolve conﬂicts in pair or group work

things or to practise new skills

7-15) Planning the lesson sufﬁciently and carefully so as to

7-9) Monitoring which learners are developing second

move students forward

language knowledge internally

7-16) Other:

7-10) Encouraging learners to develop second language

In order to get in touch with you later if supplementary

knowledge internally

questions arise, I should be grateful for your email address:

7-11) Evaluating learners in order to let them know where
they stand, what they have achieved and what they still

Yasuyo Matsumoto

need to do

講義内における英語教員の役割認識とその実践について

English Teachers' Perceptions of their Roles and their Practise of them in EFL Classes
松本 恭代
要 約
2010年春学期に実施したインタビュー（3人の学生達）と講義を通して，英語講義内において，学生達は単なる
静かな聞き役の立場で受講していることを知った。大学生になっても長年の学校教育において習慣づいたこの受動
的な学習態度は変わらないようであり，教員に言われるまま，あるいは，暗記するだけの学習方法を続けているよ
うである。
本論文は英語教員がどの程度教員の役割を認識し，それらをどの程度講義内で実践しているかを調査した。回答
者は78人の大学と高等学校の英語担当者であり，郵送による質問表にて無記名の回答をお願いした。データは独立
した t 検定で分析した。15種類の役割についての認識においては，第2項目の Providing Security, 第7項目の Feedback
と第13項目，Discipline に有意差が見られた。次に教員の役割実践に関する問いに対して，第4項目，Students'
needs, 第5項目，Encouraging, 第6項目，Explaining，第9項目，Observing，と第11項目，Accessing に有意差があった。
キーワード：認識，教員の役割，実践，質問表，t 検定
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